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Abstract.

The dependence upon energy and the atomic number A for the

multiplicitities and the angular distributions of the rela-

tivistic secondaries is computed according to the hydrody-

namic model for proton-nucleus collisions. Some different

ways of converting the dependence, upon tunnellength in

nuclear matter into A dependence are discussed and a pheno-

menological model employed to exhibit the correlations to

the fragmentation of the nucleus. The treatment is valid

for arbitrary values of the velocity of sound c in nuclear

jnatter inside the range 0.2 <c <0.7. The thermal motion

of the secondaries in the final state is taken into account

on the assumption that all of them are pions. Values of c

around c^O.5" is preferred in a comparison to the presently

available experimental data. This is the same range of va-

lues of the parameter for which the best agreement between

theory and experiment occurs in the ISR range.



* I Introduction

The hydrodynamical model was introduced by Landau and his
2)3)

collaborators as a device for the ph«nomenological descrip-

tion of inelastic hadron hadron collisions. The intention

is to describe the space-time development of' an initial

state in which all the available energy is supposed to

be concentrated in a small Lorentz contracted volume. The

model contains two parameters. The velocity of sound c ,

characterizes-the time scale for the compression and expan-

T»jn stage of the matter-fluid. Another parameter, the break-,

i temperature T determines the end of the expansion

.cge as well as the thermal motion in the final state when ;

•articles are supposed to appear. ;

i
T'.ie model contains no restriction; due to the conservation ]

i

of any internal quantum numbers. In the language of thermo-

dynamics , the influence of the chemical potentials on the ener-

gy distributions are neglected. In hadronic collisions the

leading particles in general will carry away about half the

available energy. It has therefore been argued that the

initial state employed in the hydrodynamical model should

be relevant only for the few very central collisions in

which the initial hadrons are stopped during the collision.

Such a statement is, however, only relevant in case the i

above-mentioned "peripherality" of the collision can be :

ascertained on a timescale of the order of a Lorentz contrac- ' {

ted hadronic radius (the velocity of light c=1). During this 1
4) i

time more than half of the available energy is reemitted )

according to the equations of motion of the model into the \

so-called progessive wave solutions. It should be mentioned j

that the entropycontent of these waves, which is a measure 1

of the mean number of particles carrying the energy, is small J

and almost independent of energy. Therefore the assumptions

on the initial state in the model are consistent with our

knowledge of the energy distribution in hadronic collisions

in connection with measured properties that are related to

much longer timescales than the one mentioned above. The one-

particle distributions belong to this category for instance.



The importance of the hadron nucleus collisions is that they

provide a means to test the properties of the initial state

on an appropriate timescale. The impinging hadron is in ge-

neral expected to perform several collisions with the nu-

cleons in e g Ag and Br nuclei of photographic emulsion.

The time between these collisions is so small that the pro-

gressive waves in general have not develope.l into separate

entities before the next collision inside the same nucleus.

It is therefore appropriate to describe the interaction be-

twean the hadron and the-nucleus as a continuous process.

The nucleons of the nucleus will not collide individually

with the hadron but will act together as a collective system.

Thus the hadron will interact with a tunnel of nuclear mat-

ter. The subsequent discussion will be limited to nucleon-

nucleus collisions.

In the hydrodynaim"cal model the collision between a nucleon

and a nucleus is viewed as the collision between one "matter-

blob" and a tunnel of nuclear matter composed of v similar

"blobs".

All tx-'ansverse fluid motion will be neglected ard one assumes

that the matterfluid is compressed and expands until the

breakup stage in a cylinder with constant crossection ira2

where a is the "transverse size" of the nucleons. The con-

ceptual difficulties in applying classical geometrical notions

to the nucleons of the nucleus will be ignored.

At the end of the computations an average in taken over all

possible tunnels in the nucleus. In this way the v-etependence

of the results is transferred to a dependence upon the atc-

mic number A of the nucleus (v <v> A ). No investigation of the

relevance of the tunnel approximation has been given, but

I will nevertheless make use of it here and leave a full

three-dimensional treatment0(which necessitates the use of

computer solutions) for f iture investigation.



In the original work of Landau and his collaborators the

velocity of sound is determined from its value for a re-

lativistic free gas of massless particles ("blackbody-

radiation") c = -75- . Recent investigations on the appli-
es *' o r- \

cability of the rruxlel to proton proton collisions at the

ISR has showr thju the -igreen.ent between theory and expe-

riment is essentially improved for smaller values of
c ^0.5". A model oi the nu: lear matterfluid which wouldo
exhibit such properties weald be an imperfect relativistic

7)

gas for which tht relevant dynamics is governed by a re-

sonance spectrum p(m).:

In the narrow resor,.jnce approximation one obtains in this

case

In this note the parameter c will be Kept as a free para-

meter. This necessitates sometimes extensive generalisation

of earlier results.

It turns out that there is a critical value of v=v for
c

a given value of the r-oundvelocity:

"> v - ^
c I"-co

For values of v<v thd theoretical discussion is much
c

simplified and closely resembles the treatment of proton

proton collisions',' In this case the multiplicity as well

as the angular distribution of the relativistic secondaries

(which will always; oe treated as pions) is a linear function

of v . There are essential complications arising for tunnel-

lengths v>v . They stem from the fact that for small c and

for large tunnellengths v the initial compression stage of

the matterfluid is not finished before the emission stage
3)81

starts. In that case a much more complicated and c -depen-

dent v-behaviour arises »to firsst order there are effects

proportional to v2. It is evident from a practical point of



view that there is a largest value of the parameter c

for which these complications may arise. Nature has only

provided us with finite lengths of the "nuclear tunnels1.1

The investigation of the case v>v^ is therefore limited

to values of c SO.7. It is convenient to consider theo
collision in the equal velocity system (evs) in which

the nucleons of the nucleur and the impinging nucleon has

equal but oppositely directed velocities. This is one of

the possible generalisations of the cms system of single

hadron hadron 'collisions. Th<; common energy in this system

(ignoring the massdif ferenc ier; as well as the Fermi-motion)

will be denoted Z. Thic: enerj-v iu related to the labenox-gy

of the nucleon »E, ,. -by

(2)

(M is the nucleon n-isr. ind I will use unite :-.*< i ha t o=M = 1)

The relevant long.itudin.il ler.gthparameter turnr, out to be A

(3) _

with th^ compression factor zr:a-2 stemming from the initial

compression o.f Lit».: fluid aud with d usually taken as

energy dependent ( Lormt^contraet ed ) :

JL r

(Hex̂ e d is of the order ef the transverse dimension a).

The plan of this paper is us follows. In appendix A the

space-:ime development of an inelastic nucieon-nucleus

collision according to ths model is described qualitatively

and the space-time points for the beginning and the end of

the different stagsc computed.



In section II and appendix B some details of the rluid

motion is computed. The constructions employed are neces-

sarily of a technical nature.

In section III a comp.̂ r i no TI IG made between' the predicted

multiplicity dependence upon energy and atomic number A

and the experimental data. Further the angular distribu-

tion of the secondaries arc -constructed. The thermal motion

in the final state is taken into account on the assumption

that all the particles are plons. Tn order to perform a

comparison between the prepenrly available experimental

data some different models of how to convert the dependence

upon tunnel length in nuclear matter into experimentally

observable dependence upon atomic number and the fragmen-

tation of the nucleus arc discussed.

II.

The hydrodynamical model describes the nuclear matter in

terms of its energy momentum tensor T which is supposed

to fulfil the equation of motion

(5)

(i.e. local energy momentum conservation) appropriate to

an ideal relativistio fluid- The fluid description is

attained if r;he eigenvalues of the tensor T are employed

to describe the internal state of the fluid: e, the energy

density and p ,:he pressure, both referred to the rest:

system of the fluid. From the thermodynamical relation-

ships one obtains with the assumption of an equation of

state for p=p(E):

(6)



that all the internal state variables such as tempera-

ture T y entropy density o , e and p can be expressed in

terms of one quantity e.g. the temperature T. The quantity

c is the velocity of sound, which will be assumed to be

o D
a constant. One obtains:

with X a constant which can be computed in case a specific

model for the nuclear matter fluid is adopted. The fluid .

motion is described in terms of the four velocity field u

with the normalisation:

(8) U^U^l

In this paper only the case when u =0 will be treated.

In that case only one parameter is necessary to describe u ,

e.g. Vg the longitudinal velocity field:

The equatiors in (5) constitutes a set of hyperbolic first

order differential equations for the unknowns T and v..

In the case when only the logitudinal motion of the

fluid is considered then the equations can be rearranged

to yield a second order linear differential equation for a

potential function

The function $ describes the space time behaviour of the

fluid at the point (x,,t) with the fluid temperature T



and longitudinal velocity v«:

The quantity n is the fluid longitudinal rapidity while ^

is the initial temperature (which is related to Ef^ by eq(7)

and the initial conditions eq(^3>). The characteristic

surfaces of the equation (5) are given by

(12? Cj

The initial conditions on the potential are often prescribed

along the boundary characteristics, along which there are

simple progressive wave notions. Thus the first emission of

matter after the compression stage is at end in the back

ward end of the system (c f stage (±i) in appendix A) is

described by

The space-time point where this emission starts has been taken

as the origine of the coordinate system. The progressive wa-

ve motion in eq (13) will then correspond to the following

initial condition for ty:

(HO $ = 0

along the boundarycharacteristic

(15) i = con

In case the tunnel length v<v there is a corresponding

progressive wave motion also in the forward end of the system

corresponding to the initial condition:

(for the definition of(x1,t*) cf. Appendix A)
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along the boundary characteristic

(17) "5 = -

The potential $=$ for v<v can with the prescriptions

in eqs (14) - (17) be constructed by means of Laplace trans

formations. The methods employed in ref 2 can be generalised

to apply for arbitrary value of co. For the applications

of this paper only the particular combination $ is needed:

The total multiplicity of the relativistic secondaries is

in the hydrodynamical model proportional to the total
1)3)

entropy. This is a conserved quantity during the expansion

of an ideal fluid. It is most easily obtained by computing

the entropy content of each fluid element after the passing

of the initial Shockwave, i.e. when the fluid element is

hot and in the case viv at rest. In this case it is eaay

to obtain that the ratio between the entropy in the colli-

sion with a tunnel of length v to the corresponding quan-

tity in nucleon nucleon collisions (v=i) .is

a -
(19)

In case viv then the backward progressive wave in eq(13)

will overtake the compression shock wave before'the shock

wave has reached the forward edge of the system (stage (iv)

according to appendix A). The ensuing motion when the pro-

gressive wave is reflected (note that it cannot pass the

shock wavefront since the shock wave is moving in the matter

of the incoming nucleus with a velocity greater than that

of sound in the matter) is complicated by the fact that the

the matter also immediately behind the shock wave is in



As a matter of fact,for sufficiently small values of cQ (or suffi-

ciently large tunnels) the velocity of the Shockwave will in the evs

decrease to zero and even eventually become negative. The Shockwave

velocity is determined from the requirement that the nrnnal components

of the energy momentum tensor are continuous across the wavefront(cf

below)

The relevant boundary conditions on the potential

$=X as well as the construction of x i» this case will be

briefly discussed in appendix B. The prescription of how to

compute the entropy which was employed above can easily be

extended to apply to the computation along any prescribed '

•space time surface S . In terms of the fluid velocity field

u and with dS the surface element along S one has:

(20) <rC$)« S <m?,t) vftfo) (r(x,t)
s

For the case at hand it is convenient to compute the entropy

content cf the fluid elements along the shock wave boundary.

With v^ the shock wave velocity and

(21)

one easily obtains in the evs system (the fluid velocity

field is given by oq (31V) in appendix B) .

(22)

"*»

Here t- is the time when the primary wave overtakes the

shock wave (c f eq(A4 )) while t is thf time wi.en the shock

wave reaches the edge of the nucleus. The integral in eq(22)

can be expressed in terms of the potential x along the shock

wave boundary. It is computed in appendix B. In terms of the

temperature variable T^ at the space .time point (x4,t4 )

where the shockfront meets the edge of the nucleus one

obtains

(23)
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In order to obtain the relationship between the parameter

and the tunnel length v it is necessary to construct the

potential x explicitly.

This is also done in the appendix B and the result expressed

in terms of TJLVJ is given by

Just as in connection with eq(23) a small but complicated

term is neglicted in eq (24).

The quantity y(Q) is a very slowly varying function of c

inside the range 0.2<c io.7 and for most practical purposes

it can be exchanged to a constant y-T.qo. From eq (24) it

is evident that the quantity i ic ret o for v=o and that

it grows logarithm!Cully with the difference (v-v,).

In order to compute the angular distributions for the re-

lativistic secondaries it is necessary to know the fluid

motion along the surface in space tinn* where the energy

density is equal to its value for fr^e asymptotic particles.

This corresponds to valuer of the variabel T essentially

smaller than t (cf eq (43 )) • Jt is then necessary to

construct the potential i|/ = $ for the fluid motion after the

shock wave has reached the edge of the nucleus.In this case

the initial conditions are prescribed along the boundary
(4) (4)characterics C and C which are determined by the values

of the fluid variables at the edge (T^,n4):
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(4)f Ii 1

Along the characteristic C the boundary values stem from.t)the potential x:

(26)

ft)while along the characteristic C the condition is similar
•i

to the one obtained in eq (16):-^

(27)

The potential * can then be constructed by means of A

Lapiace transformation and one obtains for the combination <p

similarly as for

In eq (2 8) I have used the notations

(29) n' s n-i

T' = T-l

= (n - 111°K



The function t is computed in the Appendix.

For the uses that are made of eqs(18\(28) and (29) in

connection with the construction of the angular distributions

in section III the derivatives of the quantities y and *

(and thereby also of x) will be needed (cf.eq.C*1) below).

These expressions can be computed from the formulas above

by straightforward means (use of the equation of motion in

eq.(10) sometimes essentially shortens the computations) but

I will not write out these sometimes lengthy expression.

III.

In this section the measurable quantities will be computed.

III.1. Multiplicities of relativistic secondaries.

If the mean multiplicity of relativistic secondaries is taken

as proportional to the entropy content of .the fluid system then

from the results of section II (eqs (19) and (23)) one obtains:

(i) The energy-dependence of the m \n multiplicity factorises

and iB equal to the corresponding qut̂ itity in proton proton

collisions. This is experimentally well satisfied for

energies ̂tc/ethe Serphukovregion.

(ii) The ratio of the mean multiplicity in proton nucleus and

proton proton collisions depends upon the nuclear tunnel-

length as
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C i l J

VTVt :

The values of the parameters D,B,C and v n are determined

from c :

C32)

It is also possible to parameterise the expression in eq(31)

in terms of eg a second order polynomial in v. To an accu-

racy of a few percent one obtains for e.g. cz =0.1:

(33) RO0 - o+ *>v+cv*

In order to convert the v dependence into a dependence upon

A, the atomic number of the nucleus, it is necessary to

apply a model of the nucleus which is appropriate to the

classical considerations of this note.Tor the case when the

nucleus is taken as a homogeneous sphere with a radius r

equal to**

(34) r - ̂ 3 a



with each of the nucleons of size -̂  Tta3 then one obtains

for A<(vc)
3

(35) * £ 0 s i + i ft- t*a*-i

and a more complicated expression for A>(vc>

{ »(Ä **)•

»»

A numerical study of these expressions reveal that for

e g c* = 0.1 and j=
the A dependence are given by the approximate formulas

(37)
• I*

with an accuracy better than 3 % for 10<A<150

It is known that this model of the nucleus will in general

exhibit large discrepancies when compared to more realistic

"diffuse-edge" models. Tin particular thic model tends to

overestimate the density of nucleons, i e the number of

nucleons actually interacting with the impinging hadron.

In order to test the sensitivity to such considerations

1 have tentatively identified the tunnel length parameter v

with the number of collisions that a nucleon would encounter

when traversing the nuclei. The probability distribution P(v)

for an interaction with v nucleons is computed from a Glauber

formula. Using a Woods-Saxon distribution to describe che

nuclear density and some different crosssection in the range

2 5<o<32 mb I have computed the A dependence for



- - • i ; •I- •• ' /-••«,•.,•
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4. The results of such calculations together with

the results of eqs (36) are shown together with the pre-

sently available experimental data in fig. 6. The

model in which the nucleus is described by a homogeneous

sphere in general predicts larger A -dependence than the

one observed, while the''semi-classical" use of the Glauber

formula has the opposite tendency. The use of the Glauber-

formula implipitly assumes repeated independent collisions

and therefore this Interpretation of v is not completely

satisfactory.

III.2. The angular distributions

According to well-known formulas the one particle inclusive

distributions are described by integrals along the critical

isoterms of the distributions that are used -co describe the

breakup dynamics.

.2)Milekhin's original considerations
,11)

has in this matter been

critisized1''. I will assume that the fluid elements in their

rest systems can be treated as a relativistic Boee gas in

collision equilibrium with a thermal motion appropriate to

the breakup temperature T Then the inclusive distribution

stemming from each fluid element is given by

X-
Here É is the particle energy in the fluid element rest

system and (p ,E> is the particle energy momentum vector

when the fluid moves with the four velocity u)1.

The one particle distribution is given by HI

(39)
$

set.)
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The integration volume S(T ) is the isoterm surface in

space-time corresponding to the breakup temperature Tc.

It should be noted that S(Tc> is in general a spacelike

but not an equal time surface. In the approximation used

here when the transverse motion of the fluid is neglected

the integral can be rearranged with the fluid rapidity

variable as parameter along S(TC):

(40)

Here k1 is a constant while y is the particle longi-

tudinal rapidity and u, the transverse mass:

(41) *

The derivatives in the integrand can be expressed(by eq(11))

in terms of the the function * = $ c ii» eq(18) for v<vc"vc
and ^=© for v>v in eq(28):

(42)

The relevant integrals can not be computed in terms of

elementary functions and they must be treated by numerical

methods.

It is necessary to determine the value of the temperature 1

and thereby also of the quantity tc = £n(Tc/To)

From the findings in proton proton collisions in which

the experimental data on the pion inclusive distribution

from the ISR for all available energies, for cms rapities

below 3 units and the transverse momenta below 0,8 GeV/c

have been investigated
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we know that the temperature T should be close to the pion

mass in order to.have the best agreement between the pre-

dictions of the(one-dimensionel) hydrodynamical model and

the experimental data. This is a reasonable value which

corresponds to an energy density of the free Bosegas

c v
TI

Then the
initial

I will make

quantity T

ene.rgy density

use

can

of

be

by

it here,

expressed

means of

too

in
eq

*

terras

(7).

of

With

the

the

assumption that the initial energy density € is attained

in a Lorentzcontracted volume one finally obtains:

The c -dependence stems from the compression factor in eq(3).

For the case at hand there are experimental data available

only for the angular distributions, expressed in terms of

pseudorapidity:

(»••O

with 6 the angle of the track with regard to the beam

direction as measured in the lab-system. From the integrals

in eq (HO) with the quantities in eq (42) computed from

eqs (18) and (27) it is straight forward to construct

the one-particle distribution in pseudorapidity. They are

computed by numerical methods. With an accuracy of better

that 10 % it is possible for v<7 and 0.4<cQ<0.7 to para-

metrise the results as

<<45>



The functions G. ,H. (corresponding to v<\j» ind the use of

the potential ip=j» in eqs(1 8), (tO) and (42)) and GA,HA

\ (corresponding to'v>v and $=« in eqs (28),(30),(40) and (42))

are exhibited in figs 7-12 for some different values of c

and for E, K = 200 GeV and 300 GeV.lab

The normalisation constant k1 in eq.(39) has been adjusted

so that for E, , = 200 GeV the distribution G. corresponds

to the observed number of fast secondaries from a proton-

proton collision, i.e. 7.1 particles.'

There are no available experimental data on the A-dependence of

the angular distributions of the relativistic secondaries in

proton nucleus collisions.

12)There is, however, another and wellknown correlation

between the angular distributions of the showerparticle tracks

in emulsion and the fragmentation of the nucleus. In particular

the number of heavy prong tracks Ni and the number of shower-

particles in different angular interval exhibits a linear

correlation at large energies.

It is evidently not simple to relate the dependence upon

nuclear tunnel lengths v in the hydrodynaroical model to the

fragmentation of the nucleus.

It is nevertheless reasonable to compare, the parts of the angular

distributions that rises linearly withN, to the distributions H^, and

Hx above and/parts uncorrelated to JSJL to the distributions G^andGjK

From earlier considerations of emulsion results it is known

that the experimental results are compatible with a picture

in which the fragmentation of the nucleus and in particular

the mean number of heavy prongs emitted is a linear function

of the number of "elentitary interactions"»!»13*;

(46) 4J
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The coefficient neff in this relation has the index eff

(for effective) in order to stress the fact that both the

light and the heavy elements in emulsion contributes. Values
eff

of n, 'v 3.5 are compatible with experiments. The relation
13)in eq(46) is based upon statistical considerations.

The experimental data for the correlation between the angular

distribution of the showerparticles and the heavy prong

emission may be parametrised in the following way:
15)

(47) * • * *

The functions^Y in ref 1*4 (cf figs 13-16 below)

for E l a b = 200 GeV and 3006eV.

It is known that for the total multiplicities the following

two equations are compatible:

(••8)

•4 C \

and that the parameters rL and 0 can be related through the

number n? in eq.

(49)

The parameters nQ and a can be related in a similar way

and in case the parameters a and g in eq(47) are defined by
14)

the use of experimental data with N, tl one has empirically:

(50)

Here the number
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In figs 13 and 14 the experimentally determined distribution

<£*• d<
"2A

 5 *&
(51)

for E, ^ = 200 GeV and 300GeV are compared to the distributions
lab

G. and S- . determined above in eq (44) for C Q = 0.5Ö

It is evident that the experimental points in general are placed

in between .the two theoretical curves i.e. above the contribu-

tions from the small nuclear tunnels (\><v̂  ,G ) and below the

contributions from the large ones (G^)

In figs 15 and 16 the corresponding distribution

(52) n 4 «U

for the same energies are compared to the distributions

H, — and H A — for the same value of c, = O.f c.
i> r\, v n, o

h n

In this case the contributions from the small nuclear tunnels'

(— H.) is above the experimental data while the contributions-

from the large ones (H - ) is below. A parametrisation of the

kind h

(53) „_

would give a value of y ^ 0.5 ± 0.1 for best agreement.

This fact could be motivated by the observation that the

relative abundance of "peripherical" collissions on emulsion

nuclei is around 50 %. This number stems from an averaging

over the different emulsion components ( 74 %) of the proton-
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nucleus interactions stem from AgBr and 26 % from the

lighter elements "CNO- the contributions from the small

hydrogen component is supposed to be corrected for) by

means of a Glauber formula. The notion "peripheral" is

here defined by the requirement that the number of collis-

sions between the impinging proton and the nucleOW of the

nucleus should be less than v . If this component is de-

scribed by means of G. and H. while the remaining collis-

sions are attributed to a "central" component resulting

in G and H then eq(53) would emerge from an averaging

over tunnel-lengths with a f i.;ed number of heavy prongs

'(in the mean n£ff for each v>1). The experimental data are

in that interpretation compatible with a wide range of

y-values.

3£ this picture is relevant then the model predicts that

the fragmentation-correlation should be essentially different

for light and for heavy nuclei. Thpre is an indiction in the

data that tracks steming from collissions with N, i8 (in

which there is anadmixture of 3ight and heavy emulsion nuclei)

correspond to more forward distributions than the ones ste**-

ming from events with N,>8 (to which only the heavy emulsion

elements contribute). Lack of material means, however, that

at present this effect cannot be ascertained. Experiments
p

which will make a separation in light and heavy elements

under way.

The model further predicts a noticable correlation between

the inelasticity and the partition into small and large nuclear

tunnels. For the "central" component the inelasticity should

increase - the progressive wave-solution*whicli exist in the

case when v<vc and which carry about .. 50% of the available

energy dre essentially modified for the case when v>v according

to the results above. At present we do not know more than that

angular distributions are heavily influenced by the inelasti-

city coefficient. This quantity is, however, defined in an

admittedly rather provisional way. Also in thid case experi-

mental investigation* in the near future will be decisive.
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IV Conclusions

The hydrodynamical model for particle production predicts

(i)for the mean multiplicity of the relativistic secondaries

that
0

(a)the ratio between the mean multiplicity in proton nucleus

collisions and proton proton collisions at the same energy

should be energy independent. This is well satisfied for

the presently available experimental data for energies in

the Serpherkov-FNAL range

(b)the dependence upon the atomic number should be different

for light and heavy nuclei, i.e. the linear rise with the

tunnel length v in nuclear matter (v-xJK 3) relevant for
small A is changed into a slower rise(with curvature)for

larger tunnels. For quantitative results it is necessary

to transform the dependence upon tunnel length into a de-

pendence upon A, A model with a homogeneous spherical nuclei

tends to give too large rise with A while a semiclassical

model taking into account the nuclear opacity gives too

slow rise with A for values of the velocity of sound in

the range 0.3<c <0.5

(ii)for the angular distributions of the relativistic seconda-

ries in the pseudorapidity variable In(tg8):

(a)all distributions tend to move forward to smaller angles

with increasing energy, and further all exhibit a growth

with energy.Tliis effect is strongly co~dependent,however

#?grgni£ 8c8f¥?e>JBKtc&ftåfoour for the distributions stem-
ming from different nuclear tunnel lengths. In particular

both the distributions describing the rise with xhe tunnel-

length and those independent of this length are centred

at smaller angles for small tunnels than for larger ones

("a peripheral " and "a central" component)

(c)the peripheral component according to (ii,b) should exhibit a

negative correlation to the inelasticity while the central

one exhibits a positive correlation (there should be no

"leading particle effect" for large nuclear tunnels)
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(d)the presently available experimental data on the correlation

between the fragmentation of the nuclear and the angular

distributions tend to fall in between the distributions

steming from small and large tunnel lengths. A model in

which tjie relative abundance of the "peripheral" and the

"central" component is computed by means of Glauber formu-

las (for the above mentioned emulsion data attributing about

50 % to each component) reproduces the data well. The

correlation predictiwisbetween tunnel lengths, fragmentation,

inelasticity and the angular distributions cannot be as-

certained from present data, however.
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Appendix A

In this appendix a "qualitative description of the space time

development of an inslastic nucleon nucleus collision according

to the hydrodymmieal equation will be given. "Ihe forward

direction" refers to The direction of notion.of the incoming

nucleon.

The development dr. conveniently partitioned into different

stages.

(i)The compression btage During this stage the inital kinetic

energy is trarsformed.into large temperature T at the same

time as the m.itterfljid is compressed. At the instant of

"collision two Shockwaves start to propagate in the different

directions wich velocities V s =c2(<c ). The matter .

in front of fie Shockwaves continues forward with the

initial velocity, the matter behind the Shockwave is at

rest in the PVS (figs 1 and 2).

Cii)The first eir.ssion stcge. When the backward moving Shockwave

reaches the .idgc of the nucleon the emission of matter starts

in that end of the system. This emission corresponds 'to a

progressive wave solution of the hydrodynamical equations

(described }>y aq ( 1c» )). The same equation uxso describes

the motion of a "rarefaction wave".through the hot matter

behind. The forward end of this "rarefaction wave" has a

velocity ecual to o Cn=0 in eq (I'd)). The space time point

where the first emission of matter starts is taken as the

origine of the coorUinate system.

The forwcjri moving Shockwave continues through the incoming

nucleus (Fig.3).

(iii)The second emission stage if v̂ x> (Fig.4), if the tunnel

length ir so small that the rarefaction does not overtake

the forward moving Shockwave before it reaches the edge

of the tunnel then emission of matter starts also in the
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form of a. forward moving progressive wave. The space time

point where this occurs is (x1,t,.):

(AD •(>-«

The f runt of the rarefaction wave is at x^ when t = "

(A2>

Obviously the critical value of the tunnel length occurs

when x.=x~ i e

(A3) C " '"^

(i/) If v>vr. (Fig b). Then che rarefaction wave overtakes the

Shockwave beJore the start of forward emission. The rare*

faction wave will be reflected and a region is formed which

is bounded by the forward moving Shockwave and the rare-

faction wave, The medium in *hat region, which is hot and

in motion must be describe by means of a potential function

#=X as in <?n ( JJ ).

The coordinate and time when the rarefaction wave overtakes

the Shockwave is
X-

<A4) ^l' Q c* l-U

(v)The main expansion stage. The whole medium is in motion

and the different parts of the fluid attains an increasing

velocity while at the same time the fluid cools down. This

motion is described by the potential function t|<=tf>c (eq (If))

in case v<vc and by the potential i|)=* in case v>v .

The relationship between the fluid variables (n>T) and the

space time points (x,t) are described by eq (41 ).
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break up stage This stage is supposed to occur when the

energy density, of the matter fluid has reached a value

appropriate tö a system of free particles (eq (Hi )^

The residual dynamics will be described in terms of the

thermal motion of a free relativistic Bosegas (cf section
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Appendix B

In this appendix I will briefly indicate some steps in the

construction of the potential x (as well as the combination

X in eq (30)) which is relevant to the description of the

nuclear matter fluid for tunnel lengths v>v .

For the case when v<v then the Shockwave velocity is in evs

given by v =c2- This comes about from the Rankine-Hugoniots o
equation 1)3)U). When v>vc and the rarefaction wave in eq.

(13) has overtaken the Shockwave then the matter immediately

behind the Shockwave will be in motion (velocity v^O) and
3)the Shockwave velocity in evs is given by

The energy density € immediately behind the Shockwave front is

related to the velocity v and the energy density € for the
3)case when v<v :c

é. - !±¥"
(B2) $o" »-V-

From the relation between the energy density and the temperature T

and from v = tg h(n) one obtains that along the Shockwave front

(B3)

dxFurther the Shockwave velocity v = T T in eq (B1) can be
S Q t

expressed in terms of the (derivatives of the ) potential

)|>=X along the front by means of eq (11):

JL*
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Here A is the relation between n and t along the Shockwave

from i.e. from eq (B3):

From eqs (B1), (B3),(B4) and (B5) one obtains

A

Xs

(B6)

I

as the boundary condition for x^X^ along the Shockwave front. i

The rarefaction boundary is characterised by eq (1M-) in the ]

main text. The construction of x()() is now straight forward >
3)but tedious by Laplace-transformation and one obtains:

(B7)

The coordinates a and 0 are particular combination of n

and T while the quantity A is given by eq (3):
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<B8)

Here the quantity ^^ is a lengthy expression containing

convolution integrals with Besselfunctions. Its contribu-

tions are fortunately very small for all applications in

this note and I will neglect it. Eq (29) for x results by

straight forward computation from eq (B7).The convolution

integral contributions are written out in detail in eq.(29).
It is necessary for the computations with respect to eq (23)

to know the relationship between the space-time point (x^t^

where the Shockwave reaches the edge of the nuclear tunnel

and the value of the temperature variable T^ there.

This relationship can be found from the formulas in eq (11)

which express (x,t) in temrs of (t,n) and from the relation-

ship between T and n on tht Shockwave boundary, eq(B3).

In particular the combination (xu+t4) is a direct measure of

the tunnel length v. Neglecting the difference between the

evs-velocity and the velocity of light, which is permissible

for large energies, the backward edge of the nucleus will in

the coordinate system, that is used here, move along the

space time orbit defined by (x,t) with

(B9)

For the particular space time point when this edge meets the

Shockwave one has from eqs (11) and (B9):

(B10)



with the derivatives of the potential x evaluated for

T = T H and n = ±

Neglecting contributions smaller than 4 % one obtains eq (21)

in the main text from eq(BtO).

In order to find x^ at t^ individually the combination

(t^-x^ is computed in a similar way:

(B11)

and one obtains with the same accuracy as in eq (21)

(B1?)

with

(B13)
ré&^W

The quantity Y is slowly varying with the parameter c just

as the quantity y defined in eq (24) and for most practical

purposes it can be exchanged for the constant

T = 5.7

A numerical study of eqs(2i») and (B12) tells that the quantity x4,

i e the coordinate where the Shockwave meeto the nuclear edge^in ge-

neral attains a maximum value for some value of \f .For larger tunnels

x^again becomes smaller ( the Shockwave will in the evs move backwardsJ)

In order to derive eq(23) one rewrites eq(22) into an integral

along the Shockwave boundary defined by eq (B6). The fluid

velocity field is in the evs system (note eq (BD):
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The "contracted length" (1-v|j dt stemming from eq(B14) and

appearing in eq (22) can by means of eqs(B6) and (23) be

rewritten in terms of the derivative of the potential x :

(B1!

From here one obtains for the quantity defined in eq (23)

The integral in eq (B16)- can be computed by means of eq(B7)

and after a tedious but straght forward computation eq(23)

results.



Figure captions

Fig. 1 The single "blob1* of longitudinal dimension d and

the nuclear "tunnel" with v "blobs" approach each

other with large and oppositely directed velocities

in the evs.

Fig. 2 After the initial collission two Shockwaves start to

move in opposite directions with velocities v_. The

matter continues inward in front of the Shockwaves

to a conpressed and heated stage behind the shock-*

Wave front. Matter at rest i$ shaded in the figure.

Fig. 3 Matter-emission has started in the backward directions,

the rarefaction wave moves forward with the velocity of

sound c >v_ = c* . Matter is still flowing in from
O S O

the forward part of the system. The heated matter in

motion is specked in the figure.

Fig. 1 The tunnel length is so short that matter starts to

be emitted also in the forward direction before the

rarefaction wave overtakes the forward moving shock-

wave.

Fig. S The tunnel length exceeds the critical length and

the compression stage is not finished in the forward

end before the emission in the backward end begins to

affect the state of matter also just behind the shock-

wave. All the matter is in motion.

Fig. 6 The ratio R. for the mean multiplicity of relativistic

secondary steming from a proton nucleus (A)-collision

and from a proton-proton collision. The theoretical

curves stem from different values of the parameter co

and different nuclear models discussed in the text.



Curve 1: c* = 0.2, classical homegeneous sphere model

2: c^ * 0.1, same model as 1

3: c
o
 = 7 » incoherent multiple scattering

formula, crosssection 32 mb

4: CQ- 0.2,same model as 3.

5: c* = 0.1,same model as 3.

The experimental points stem from ref ib

Fig 7 The angular distribution uncorrelated toV> G*at200GeV

for some different values of c

F,ig 8 The angular distribution G rf, for different values of c

for 300GeV

Fig 9 The angular distribution 2Hy for 200GeV for different cQ-valu<

Fig 10 The angular distribution 2H^for 300Gev for different c -valm

Fig11 The angular distribution G* unoorrelated to V for large tunnels

\>>V<j for 200GeV and 300 GeV anfi for.co=0.5

Fig 12 The angular distribution 2Hx for 200 and 300GeV and co
s0.5

Fig 13 Comparison between the experimental distributionsup-

poaed to be independent of V and the two distributions G a/and GX

at 2006eV and for c =0.5
o

Fig 14 The same as for fig 13 but with £,,=300 GeV

Fig 15 Comparison between the experimental distribution correlated

to the heavy prong production and the two distributions H L Å and

i f o r Elab s 2 0 0 S e V a n d f o r co=0.5
h

Fig 16 The same as for fig 15 but at 300GeV
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